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after that heather moves into the empty house with logan, but they both get sucked up into the living space when a vortex opens up above
them. on the surface, the house is a haunted house, but it is also filled with cybernetic nodes. these machines have a dog-like persona,

whose voice we hear, who ask questions about the couple, and then the couple is taken away. the couple become aware that they are being
watched and interrogated by a woman in a white shirt. she says that the two people have their time and their place, but then she tells them
they will be sent to the tenderloin. we then meet the new family, the lamberts, that the kids have made new friends with. while they are all
upstairs there is a knock at the door and they all go and open it. from out there they see the spirits of the dead children and we see that the

lamberts are dreaming about them. we then enter the dream. the children being raised by the lamberts are being assaulted by an evil
presence in their lives that we think is the entity from the house. eventually they are taken away and, like the last film, two other kids are

the only survivors. the kids grow up, find out they're from different families, and get married. theres no question that insidious and its
sequel have grossed over $1 billion at the box office. and now, we all know that the new insidious: chapter 3 will likely make even more

money than the first two films, so it was good timing that the makers of the first movie, leigh whannell and james wan, were in a chat with
the folks at bloody disgusting at the panels presentation for insidious chapter 3. both wan and whannell had a lot of great things to say

about insidous and gave fans the lowdown about why they think the movies have been so successful. wan also took the opportunity to plug
the conjuring, which stars vera farmiga and patrick wilson, and was made right down the street at the conjuring 2 house, which was also

shown at the panel.
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i love when big, soulful, and talented artists are
able to share their messages with the world. like

i said, we need more women to find their own
truths and follow their dreams. and they can do

it! girls like girls like boys do. love is love. if
youre trying to find more incredible music like

this, check out the kickass gals spotify playlist i
made. so we have another one of those exciting

days! we have a new trailer for the upcoming
insidious chapter 3. the trailer is awesome, and i

dont know how i was able to get through the
entire thing without crying. its the kind of trailer
that makes you feel like theres so much more to
the story than what is shown in the trailer. when
paranormal investigators tucker and specs team
up with the psychic elise to help a teenage girl

contact her late mother, elise is forced to
venture back into the further where she finds a
ruthless supernatural entity craving the souls of

the living. it's the darkest chapter yet in this
spine-tingling portrayal of evil unleashed. go
back to the beginning..in this chilling prequel

that takes place before the unforgettable
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haunting of the lambert family. when
paranormal investigators tucker and specs team
up with the psychic elise to help a teenage girl

contact her late mother, elise is forced to
venture back into the further where she finds a
ruthless supernatural entity craving the souls of

the living. it's the darkest chapter yet in this
spine-tingling portrayal of evil unleashed. its

easy to say that insidious: chapter 3 will be the
most successful installment of the franchise,
considering that it follows a prequel to one of

the most successful horror franchises in recent
memory. the problem with that is, these

characters have been dead for years. so just
how can they return with new powers and

abilities? one problem that could very easily
pose is the lack of concept from the original

films. wan and whannell have to be commended
for returning to the scares that made the first

two installments so successful. if anything,
theyve made this installment better. the first

insidious film was a slow burn, building tension
slowly and then whipping the viewer into a

massive surprise at the end. the second movie
was a near-instant saw ripoff and the first

insidious was nothing more than an alien ripoff.
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chapter 3 is in the same vein as the original, but
with more of a scifi vibe. its science fiction

horror meets an american werewolf in london. it
has the same look, feel and pace as the original,
but the scares are a little bit different. it doesnt

reinvent the wheel, but it doesnt have to,
considering its essentially a retelling of the first

film. it feels like a sequel to a film that was
released almost a decade ago. this new arrival
is a treat for fans of the original series, which

has been steadily getting stronger as it
approaches the 100th anniversary of the

frankenstein story. its also a great way for the
conjuring director james wan and his producer

on insidious, michael gingold, to make their
names in the horror film genre. theres a lot of

talent behind this movie, and theres a very good
chance that it will be one of the most

entertaining and successful horror films of the
year. 5ec8ef588b
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